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Abstract

With the continuously changing world, human beings have been adjusting their
lifestyle unendingly. The cineplex, a cinema with multiple theatres, mostly located in malls,
seems to be more popular and suits the present needs better than the standalone movie
theatre. Resulting in the demolition of standalone movie theatres all over Thailand.

The goal of this project is to help the Association of Siamese Architects under Royal
Patronage (ASA) to raise public awareness of and preserve a local landmark, which is the
standalone Scala Apex movie theatre. After background research and interviews with
architectural and historical experts, we found significant values of the Scala Apex Movie
Theatre towards architecture, society, and history. By analysing public opinion, the team
found that the public lacks awareness towards the values and knowledge of the Scala Apex
Movie Theatre. We recommend the ASA to pursue social promotion and website, along with
contacting a potential investor of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre.
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Executive Summary

Introduction and literature review:

The Scala Apex Movie Theatre, Bangkok’s last stand alone movie theatre, which

contains beautiful architecture and has significant values, was closed down in 2020 due to its

financial problem and the COVID-19 situation. The demolition of The Scala Apex Movie

Theatre is still not confirmed, as well as the preservation of the building.

As a governmental organisation responsible for motivating architecture and architects

in Thailand, The Association of Siamese Architects under Royal Patronage (ASA) seeks to

help preserve the Scala Apex Movie Theatre and raise awareness of public towards values

and knowledge related to the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, everyday landscapes, and modern

architecture.

From the above situation, The ASA would like the team to help raise the awareness of

the public, analyze public opinion, and prepare recommendations for potential investors.

Therefore, to clearly understand the project, the team researched background information on

the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, organisations and case studies related to the preservation of

the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, and laws and regulations. (detailed in the literature review)

Methodology:

1. Clarifying significant values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre:

In order to understand the importance of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre and

why it should be preserved, the team decided to meet our sponsor, the ASA, which the

team received basic information about the aforementioned movie theatre. Later on,

the team decided that there was more information to be understood about the Scala

Apex Movie Theatre, therefore, a background research is necessary to be done. The

information received from both ASA and background research was analyzed to

determine the significant values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre.
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2. Understanding the lease agreement between the Property Management of

Chulalongkorn University and Apex group:

As one of the ways to preserve the Scala Apex Movie Theatre was to preserve

it via laws and regulations by considering it as an ancient monument. However, the

Scala Apex Movie Theatre was not considered an ancient monument by the Fine Arts

Department. Hence, the team tried to find other alternatives, and for the team to

further process, we must understand the lease agreement of the building. Therefore,

the team decided to interview the Property Management of Chulalongkorn University

(PMCU), the department responsible for managing the real estate of Chulalongkorn

University.

3. Identifying barriers for the preservation of The Scala Apex Movie Theatre:

For a better understanding of the barrier towards the preservation of the Scala

Apex Movie Theatre, the team carried out more research on Thai laws and regulations

relating to ancient monuments. From our research, public opinion and motivation are

important factors to help preserve a heritage. Therefore, questionnaires were

necessary to be conducted in order to collect data relating to viewpoints towards the

Scala Apex Movie Theatre from four different generations of people.

4. Analysing public opinion related to The Scala Apex Movie Theatre:

As mentioned, public opinion is important for this team’s project, hence, two

versions of questionnaires were designed to gather public opinion related to public

awareness and knowledge before and after social promotion. Due to the current

COVID-19 situation, questionnaires were meant to be distributed randomly through

an online platform.

5. Designing suitable solutions for the conservation of The Scala Apex Movie

Theatre:

Raising public awareness towards the Scala Apex Movie Theatre and finding

alternatives of preserving the mentioned movie theatre were 2 main aims of the team.

Therefore, social promotion and making a documentary was brought up to this

project, as information in an online platform can be spread quickly. As to find

alternatives of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre preservation, interviews with

architectural and historical experts were one of the important parts. In addition, case
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studies related to the preservation of heritage were also observed. Finally, the team

investigated the most appropriate investors for the Scala Apex Movie Theatre as one

of the alternatives to preserve the Scala Apex Movie Theatre.

Findings:

1. The Scala Apex Movie Theatre contains intangible values. According to

the research at the beginning of the project using online websites, textbooks

and interviewing the two professors who have expertise in architectural

conservation and modern Southeast Asian architecture, the team can conclude

that the Scala Apex Movie Theatre contains architectural, sentimental, societal

and historical values.

2. The Scala Apex Movie Theatre is not considered an ancient monument.

From a meeting with the ASA and further background research, the Fine Arts

Department did not consider the Scala Apex Movie Theatre as an ancient

monument because it is not old and historically important enough, even

though it is useful in the field of arts.

3. Chulalongkorn University is currently responsible for the building

structure and the land of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, however,

demolition depends on the next investors. The team contacted PMCU for

information relating to the lease agreement. We received the information

stating that the building of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre currently belongs to

the Chulalongkorn University. Additionally, the team found out that PMCU

decided not to demolish the building of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre,

however, the demolition of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre will depend on the

next investor.

4. The Fox Theatre was preserved due to the public awareness of its values.

One of our case studies is the Fox Theatre which was previously closed down
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because of the financial problem. However, it was later preserved due to the

public awareness of the architectural, societal, and sentimental values, along

with the help of the government.

5. The public is unaware of intangible values of the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre. From the distributed questionnaire, the analysed data showed that

most of the respondents wanted to preserve the Scala Apex Movie Theatre,

however, a number of them did not give a specific reason why the Scala Apex

Movie Theatre should be preserved. Moreover, there were less than 5 percent

of the respondents who knew the architectural style of the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre. Therefore, we can conclude that the awareness of the public towards

the values, especially architectural value of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre is

not enough.

6. The team’s social promotion is considered to be effective by the public.

After using social promotion to promote knowledge and awareness of the

public towards the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, the public opinion was

gathered and analysed to observe the effectiveness of the social promotion,

resulting in our seventh finding, social promotion is considered to be

beneficial by the public.

7. The public is unfamiliar with the adaptive reuse concept. The data from

the firstly-launched questionnaire also suggested that the public was not

familiar with the adaptive reuse term, as the respondents had actually been

asked whether they knew about the definition of adaptive reuse or not. Nearly

half of the respondents did not know the mentioned term.

8. Most suitable ideas for adaptive reuse of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre.

From the secondly-launched questionnaire, the data collected from the public

suggested that the most suitable ideas for adaptive reuse of the Scala Apex

Movie Theatre are co-working space, 24-hour coffee shop, public library and

learning space.
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9. Information sheets and data provided helped to attract potential

investors. Before contacting a potential investor, which was Starbucks Coffee

(Thailand) CO., Ltd., the team prepared analysed data related to public

opinion, information sheets, and conceptual floor plans of the Scala Apex

Movie Theatre. The mentioned materials could attract the potential investor

for the Scala Apex Movie Theatre.

Recommendations to our sponsor:

1. Contacting Starbucks Thailand and the Property Management of

Chulalongkorn University

2. Continuation of social promotion

3. Continuation of the project’s website

The first recommendation is to contact Starbucks Thailand and the PMCU, as

Starbucks Thailand is one of the potential investors of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

and the PMCU is looking for the next investor. Starbucks Thailand is interested in

preserving the Scala Apex Movie Theatre with the adaptive reuse concept as to

preserve the building and make it to be more suitable for the present needs of society.

The second recommendation is to continue using social promotion as the data

from our second questionnaire suggested. The respondents agreed that there should be

a continuation of social promotion in order to promote knowledge and values of

everyday landscapes and Modern architecture.

The third recommendation is to continue with the website, one of the team’s

derivatives, for future potential investors. The website includes the project

information, documentary, information sheets, conceptual floor plans, and information

about the ASA.
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บทสรุป

คาํนําและการทบทวนวรรณกรรม

โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซ ์คือโรงภาพยนตร์ตัง้เด่ียวแหง่สุดทา้ยของกรุงเทพฯ เป็นโรงภาพยนตร์

ท่ีประกอบดว้ยสถาปัตยกรรมท่ีสวยงามและคุณคา่ท่ีสาํคัญมากมาย อยา่งไรกต็ามโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็

ซไ์ดถู้กปิดตัวลงในปีพ.ศ. 2563 เน่ืองดว้ยปัญหาทางดา้นการเงนิและการระบาดของโควดิ-19 แมโ้รง

ภาพยนตร์ดังกลา่วไดปิ้ดตัวลงไปแลว้ แตยั่งไมมี่การยืนยันในเร่ืองการร้ือถอนโครงสร้างของตัวโรง

ภาพยนตร์ ดังนัน้สมาคมสถาปนิกสยาม ในพระบรมราชูปถัมป์ ซ่ึงเป็นองคก์รในภาครัฐบาล โดยมีจุดมุง่หมาย

ในการสง่เสริมสถาปัตยกรรมและวชิาชีพสถาปนิกในประเทศไทย ไดเ้ลง็เหน็ความสาํคัญและคุณคา่ของโรง

ภาพยนตร์สากลาเอเพก็ซ ์และตอ้งการชว่ยอนุรักษ์โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซ ์ประกอบกับการสง่เสริม

ความรู้และความเขา้ใจของสังคมตอ่คุณคา่ของโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซ ์สถาปัตยกรรมในขีวติประจาํวัน

และ สถาปัตยกรรมสมัยใหม ่ดังนัน้ทางสมาคมสถาปนิกสยาม ในพระบรมราชูปถัมป์จึงตอ้งการให้ทางพวก

เราชว่ยสง่เสริมความรู้ความเขา้ใจของสังคมตอ่โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซแ์ละคุณคา่ของโรงภาพยนตร์ดัง

กลา่ว วเิคราะหค์วามคดิเหน็ของสังคม และเตรียมคาํแนะนําท่ีเหมาะสมและมีประโยชน์แกท่างสมาคม

สถาปนิกสยาม ในพระบรมราชูปถัมป์ ดังนัน้ทางเราจึงได้ทาํการคน้ควา้ขอ้มูลเก่ียวกับโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอ

เพก็ซ ์องคก์ร กรณีศกึษา และ กฎหมายท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกับการอนุรักษ์โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซเ์พ่ือให้ทางเรา

ไดมี้ความเขา้ใจในโครงการน้ีไดดี้ยิง่ข้ึน

วิธีการ

1. ศึกษาคุณค่าท่ีสาํคัญของโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพ็กซ์

เพ่ือท่ีจะเขา้ใจความสาํคัญและเหตุผลในการอนุรักษ์โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลานัน้ พวกเราจึงได้
ตัดสนิใจพูดคุยกับทางสมาคมสถาปนิกสยาม ในพระบรมราชูปถัมป์ ผูส้นับสนุนโครงงานและได้
คน้ควา้หาขอ้มูลเบ้ืองตน้เพิม่เติม ซ่ึงพวกเราไดรั้บขอ้มูลท่ีเป็นประโยชน์อยา่งมากเก่ียวกับโรง

ภาพยนตร์สกาลาและขอ้มูลเหลา่น้ีไดถู้กนําไปวเิคราะหต์อ่เพ่ือพิจารณาคุณคา่ท่ีสาํคัญของโรง

ภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซ์

2. ทาํความเข้าใจถึงสัญญาเช่าระหวา่งสาํนักงานจัดการทรัพยสิ์น จุฬาลงกรณ์มหาวิทยาลัย

หน่ึงในวธีิการอนุรักษ์โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาคือการอนุรักษ์ไวโ้ดยกฎหมายหรือขอ้บังคับ

กลา่วคือให้พิจารณาโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเป็นโบราณสถาน อยา่งไรกต็ามกรมศลิปกรไมไ่ดรั้บการ

พิจารณาโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาให้เป็นโบราณสถาน  พวกเราจึงไดพ้ยายามคน้หาทางเลือกอ่ืนในการ

อนุรักษ์โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาไว ้นอกเหนือจากการอนุรักษ์โดยใชก้ฎหมาย ดังนัน้พวกเราจึงจาํเป็นท่ี

จะตอ้งเขา้ใจสัญญาเชา่ของตัวอาคาร ดว้ยเหตุน้ีพวกเราจึงตัดสนิใจเขา้สัมภาษณ์สาํนักงานจัดการ
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ทรัพยส์นิ จุฬาลงกรณ์มหาวทิยาลัย (PMCU) ซ่ึงเป็นหน่วยงานท่ีรับผิดชอบการจัดการ

อสังหาริมทรัพยข์องจุฬาลงกรณ์มหาวทิยาลัย

3. การระบุอุปสรรคต่อการอนุรักษ์โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพ็กซ์

เน่ืองจากโรงภาภพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซไ์มไ่ดถู้กแตง่ตัง้เป็นโบราณสถาน พวกเราจึงทาํการ

คน้ควา้หาขอ้มูลเพิม่เติมเก่ียวกับกฎหมายและขอ้บังคับไทยท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกับโบราณสถานเพ่ือความ

เขา้ใจท่ีลึกซ้ึงข้ึนเก่ียวกับการอนุรักษ์โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซ์ ยิง่ไปกวา่นัน้จากการคน้ขวา้

เบ้ืองตน้พวกเราไดพ้บวา่ความคดิเหน็และการเคล่ือนไหวของผูค้นในสังคมมีความสาํคัญอยา่งมาก

ในการอนุรักษ์โรงภาพยนตร์ดังกลา่ว ดังนัน้พวกเราจึงไดมี้การจัดทาํและแจกจา่ยแบบสอบถามเพ่ือ

เกบ็รวบรวมความคดิเหน็ของผูค้นในสังคมท่ีมีตอ่โรงภาพยนตร์ดังกลา่ว โดยไดมี้การวเิคราะหแ์บง่

เป็นชว่งอายุตามรุ่นตา่งๆ

4. วิเคราะห์ความคิดเห็นของสังคมท่ีมีต่อโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพ็กซ์

จากขอ้มูลขา้งตน้ความคดิเหน็ของสังคมมีความสาํคัญอยา่งมากตอ่โครงงาน ดังนัน้

แบบสอบถามทัง้สองฉบับจึงออกแบบมาเพ่ือท่ีจะรวบรวมความคดิเหน็และความรู้ของสาธารณชนทัง้

กอ่นและหลังการเสริมสร้างความรู้และความเขา้ใจผา่นทางสื่อออนไลน์ และเน่ืองจากสถานการณ์

การระบาดของโควดิ-19 แบบสอบถามทัง้สองฉบับจึงไดถู้กสง่โดยการสุม่ผา่นชอ่งทางออนไลน์

5. การหาทางออกท่ีสร้างสรรคใ์นการอนุรักษ์โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพ็กซ์

สง่เสริมความรู้ความเขา้ใจของสังคมตอ่คุณคา่ของโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาและการ

คน้หาทางเลือกอ่ืนในการอนุรักษ์โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาคือ 2 เป้าหมายหลักของพวกเรา

ดังนัน้ การเพิม่ความรู้ความเขา้ใจผา่นสื่ออนไลน์และสารคดีไดถู้กนํามาประยุกตใ์ช ้เน่ืองจาก

สามารถเผยแพร่ไดอ้ยา่งรวดเร็ว เพ่ือท่ีจะคน้หาทางเลือกอ่ืนๆในการอนุรักษ์โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลา

การสัมภาษณ์ผูเ้ช่ียวชาญดา้นสถาปัตยกรรมและประวัติศาตร์จึงเป็นสว่นสาํคัญในการทาํโครงงานน้ี

นอกจากน้ียังไดมี้การคน้ควา้กรณีศกึษาท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกับการอนุรักษ์โบราณสถานอีกดว้ย ทา้ยท่ีสุด

พวกเราไดค้น้หาผูล้งทุนท่ีเหมาะสมสาํหรับโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเพ่ือเป็นหน่ึงในทางเลือกของการ

อนุรักษณ์โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลา

การค้นพบ:

1. โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพ็กซ์มีคุณค่าเชิงนามธรรม เน่ืองจากโครงงานไดเ้ร่ิมตน้

การคน้ควา้หาขอ้มูลจากทางอินเทอร์เน็ตและหนังสอื อีกทัง้ยังสัมภาษณ์ศาตราจารย ์2 ทา่น
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ท่ีมีความเช่ียวชาญดา้นการอนุรักษ์สถาปัตยกรรมและสถาปัตยกรรมสมัยใหมข่องเอเชีย

ตะวันออกเฉียงใต ้จากขอ้มูลท่ีไดรั้บจึงสามารถสรุปได้วา่โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลามีคุณคา่ทาง

สถาปัตยกรรม คุณคา่ทางจิตใจ และคุณคา่ทางสังคม

2. โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพ็กซ์ไม่ถูกพิจารณาเป็นโบราณสถาน

จากการคน้ควา้หาขอ้มูลตา่งๆกรมศลิปากรไมพิ่จารณาโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลา-

เอเพก็เป็นโบราณสถานโดยระบุวา่โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซมี์อายุและความสาํคัญไม่
เพียงพอถึงแมว้า่โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซจ์ะมีความสาํคัญทางดา้นศลิปะกต็าม

3. ในขณะน้ีจุฬาลงกรณ์มหาวิทยาลัยเป็นผู้รับผิดชอบอาคารและพ้ืนท่ีของโรง

ภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพ็กซ์ อย่างไรก็ตามการร้ือถอนของโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาจะข้ึน

อยู่กับผู้ลงทุนรายถัดไป

จากการติดตอ่สาํนักงานจัดการทรัพยส์นิ จุฬาลงกรณ์มหาวทิยาลัยเพ่ือสอบถามขอ้มูลท่ี

เก่ียวขอ้งกับสัญญาการเชา่ท่ีดิน ทางเราไดรั้บขอ้มูลวา่จุฬาลงกรณ์มหาวทิยาลัยเป็นเจา้ของ

วา่ตึกและอาคารของโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซ์
ทางสาํนักงานจัดการทรัพยส์นิ จุฬาลงกรณ์มหาวทิยาลัยไม่ไดตั้ดสนิใจทาํการร้ือถอนโรง

หนังสกาลาเอเพก็ซแ์หง่น้ี แตอ่ยา่งไรกต็ามการร้ือถอนของโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็อาจ

ข้ึนอยูกั่บผูล้งทุนคนตอ่ไป

4. โรงละครฟ็อกซ์ถูกอนุรักษ์ไว้เน่ืองจากความตระหนักทางด้านคุณค่าจากสาธารณ

จากหน่ึงในกรณีศกึษาท่ีไดแ้ก่ โรงละครฟ็อกซ์ ซ่ึงเป็นโรงละครท่ีถูกปิดตัวลงกอ่นหน้าน้ี

เน่ืองดว้ยปัญหาทางการเงนิ อยา่งไรกต็ามเน่ืองจากการตระหนักถึงคุณคา่ดา้น

สถาปัตยกรรม สังคม และจิตใจของสาธารณชน พร้อมกับความชว่ยเหลือของรัฐบาล ใน

เวลาตอ่มาโรงละครน้ีจึงไดรั้บการอนุรักษ์ไว้

5. คนในชุมชนขาดการคาํนึงถึงคุณค่าเชิงนามธรรมของโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอ

เพ็กซ์ จากการรวมรวบผลขอ้มูลจากแบบสอบถามและวเิคราะหพ์บวา่ผูต้อบแบบสอบถาม

สว่นใหญต่อ้งการท่ีจะอนุรักษ์โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซไ์วแ้ตยั่งมีกลุม่คนบา้งกลุม่ท่ีไม่
สามารถให้เหตุผลท่ีเจาะจงวา่เหตุใดจึงควรเกบ็รักษาโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซไ์ว้
นอกจากน้ีผูท้าํแบบสอบถามจาํนวนน้อยกวา่5เปอร์เซน็ตท่ี์ทราบรูปแบบสถาปัตยกรรมของ

โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลา            ดังนัน้พวกเราสามารถสรุปไดว้า่ผูค้นยังขาดความตระหนักรู้

โดยเฉพาะ           คุณคา่ทางดา้นสถาปัตกรรมของโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซ์
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6. จากการใช้โซเชียลมีเดียเพ่ือให้ความรู้และกระตุ้นคนในชุมชนให้มีความตระหนัก

ถึงโรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพ็กซ์ พวกเราจึงไดร้วบรวมความคดิเหน็ของคนในชุมชน

เพ่ือตรวจสอบประสทิธิภาพของการใชโ้ซเชียลมีเดีย จากความคดิเหน็ของคนในชุมชนดัง

กลา่วสามารถสรุปไดว้า่การเสริมสร้างความรู้และความเขา้ใจผา่นสื่อออนไลน์มีประโยชน์ตอ่

คนในชุมชน

7. ผู้คนยังไม่คุ้นเคยกับแนวคิดกระบวนการปรับเปล่ียนการใช้สอย

จากแบบสอบถามครัง้แรกไดข้อ้สรุปวา่ผูค้นสว่นใหญยั่งไม่ คุน้เคยกับกระบวนการปรับ

เปล่ียนการใชส้อยซ่ึงเหน็ไดจ้ากคร่ึงนึงของผูต้อบแบบสอบถามไมรู้่จักคาํนิยามของ

กระบวนการน้ี

8. แนวคิดกระบวนการปรับเปล่ียนการใช้สอยท่ีเหมาะสมท่ีสุดสาํหรับโรง

ภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพ็กซ์ ขอ้มูลท่ีไดรั้บมาจากแบบสอบถามครัง้ท่ีสองมาบง่ช้ีวา่แนวคดิ

กระบวนการปรับเปล่ียนการใชส้อยท่ีเหมาะสมท่ีสุดสาํหรับ

โรงภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซคื์อการปรับเปล่ียนไปเป็นพ้ืนท่ีทาํงานร่ววมกัน (Co-working

space) ร้านกาแฟเปิดบริการ 24 ช่ัวโมง ห้องสมุด และ พ้ืนท่ีการเรียนรู้

9. แผ่นสรุปข้อมูลและข้อมูลท่ีเตรียมไว้มีศักยภาพในการดึงดูดผู้ลงทุน

กอ่นท่ีทางเราจะติดตอ่ผูล้งทุนไดแ้กบ่ริษัท คอฟฟ่ี คอนเซบ็ต์ รีเทล จาํกัด

(ร้านกาแฟสตาร์บัคส)์  ทางเราไดเ้ตรียมขอ้มูลท่ีสาํคัญจากแบบสอบถามท่ีเก่ียวกับความ

คดิเหน็ของสังคม แผน่สรุปขอ้มูล และ แผนผังของโรงภาพยนตร์ ซ่ึงคาดวา่ขอ้มูลตา่งๆท่ี

กลา่วมานัน้สามารถดึงดูดผูล้งทุนให้มีความสนใจในการลงทุนพ้ืนท่ีบริเวณโรงภาพยนตร์

สกาลาเอเพก็ซไ์ด้

ข้อเเนะนําสาํหรับผู้สนับสนุน

1. ติดตอ่สตาร์บัคประเทศไทยเเละสาํนักงานจัดการทรัพยส์นิ จุฬาลงกรณ์มหาวทิยาลัย

2. ดาํเนินการตอ่ดา้นการสง่เสริมความรู้เเละความเขา้ใจผา่นสื่อออนไลน์

3. ดาํเนินการตอ่ดา้นการทาํเวบ็ไซต์

คาํเเนะนําท่ีหน่ึงคือการติดตอ่สตาร์บัคประเทศไทยเเละสาํนักงานจัดการ ทรัพยส์นิ

จุฬาลงกรณ์มหาวทิยาลัย เน่ืองจากสตาร์บัคประเทศไทยเป็นหน่ึงในผูท่ี้มีโอกาสท่ีจะลงทุนเชา่โรง
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ภาพยนตร์สกาลาเอเพก็ซเ์เละ

สาํนักงานจัดการทรัพยส์นิจุฬาลงกรณ์มหาวทิยาลัยกาํลังดาํเนินการหาผูล้งทุนในสว่นน้ี ซ่ึงส

ตาร์บัคประเทศไทยมีความสนใจในการนํากระบวนการปรับเปล่ียนการใชส้อยมาประยุกตใ์ชซ่ึ้งมี

สว่นชว่ยสาํคัญในการอนุรักษ์อาคารและเป็นท่ีตอ้งการของสังคมปัจจุบัน

คาํแนะนําท่ีสองคือประสานงานตอ่ดา้นการสง่เสริมความรู้เเละความเขา้ใจผา่นสื่อออนไลน์

ตามขอ้มูลท่ีผูท้าํแบบสอบถามเสนอซ่ึงมีความเหน็ตรงกันวา่ การ

ดาํเนินการตอ่ดา้นการสง่เสริมความรู้เเละความเขา้ใจผา่นสื่อออนไลน์เป็นสิง่ท่ีสาํคัญสาํหรับการนําเ

สนอความรู้และคุณคา่ของสถาปัตยกรรมในชีวติประจาํวันและสถาปัตยกรรมสมัยใหม่
คาํแนะนําท่ีสามคือประสานงานตอ่ดา้นการ

ทาํเวบ็ไซตซ่ึ์งเป็นหน่ึงในสิง่ท่ีเเนบไปกับการสง่มอบโครงงาน ในเวบ็ไซตจ์ะมีขอ้มูลเก่ียวกับโปร

เจกต์ วีดิทัศน์ แผน่ขอ้มูล แผนงาน และ ขอ้มูลท่ีเก่ียวขอ้งกับสมาคมสถาปนิกสยาม ในพระบรม
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Historic sites embody our civic, state, national, and universal identity (Rocchi, 2015).

However, many of them are being overlooked, leading to their destruction, which is a great

loss of cultural, community, and architectural values. Bangkok, Thailand, which is one of the

world’s most popular tourist attractions, contains many beautiful architectures that include

Thai culture, history, and various values in them. For instance, the famous architectures in

Thailand would include buildings like Temples and Palaces. However, some of the
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architectures might be overlooked and misvalued, and one of them is the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre.

The Scala Apex Movie Theatre, also known as the last standalone movie theatre in

Bangkok, contains an outstanding architecture and various unseen values in its building. The

Scala Apex Movie Theatre had been opened for over fifty years since 1969, however, due to

a financial problem and the COVID-19 situation, the Scala Apex Movie Theatre was

permanently closed down on July 5, 2020 before its lease agreement with the landowner

ended after that date. According to the uniqueness and values which the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre contains, the Association of Siamese Architects under Royal Patronage (ASA), a

governmental organisation aiming to develop architectural profession and promote

architectural value in Thailand, decided to help preserve the aforementioned movie theatre.

Previously, in 2012, the Scala Apex Movie Theatre was awarded “ASA Architectural

Conservation Award” by the ASA. The award was given in recognition of the efforts of the

architectural preservation of both the public and private sectors. Therefore, the ASA wanted

to preserve The Scala Apex Movie Theatre, along with the claim from the organisation that

the mentioned movie theatre contains values, especially architectural value, which can hardly

be found anywhere else in Thailand. However, the Scala Apex Movie Theatre was not

considered as an ancient monument by the Fine Arts Department, an organisation under the

Ministry of Culture, which is responsible for conversation, maintenance, improvement,

promotion, creation, dissemination of information, organization of study, research,

development, and passing on art and cultural heritage of the country and to preserve national

values and identity leading to sustainable development of Thai society and national security.

Despite help from the ASA and other organisations, there was still no confirmation of

the preservation of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. The ASA claimed that the Scala Apex

Movie Theatre is valuable enough to be preserved and considered as an ancient monument.

Therefore, assessing intangible values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre is the main focus of

this Interactive Qualifying Project and Interactive Science and Social Project (IQP-ISSP)

team project.

In our efforts to assess the intangible values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, the

team developed the goal of this team project, which is to aim at disseminating values and
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information about the Scala Apex Movie Theatre to the public in order to raise the public’s

understanding and awareness of Bangkok's last standalone theatre. We collected and analyzed

public opinion and prepared promotional tools and creative recommendations to assist ASA

on its conservation mission. In this report, we explain the background and history of the Scala

Apex Movie Theatre and related organisations, justify the methods we used to accomplish

these goals, describe our findings and present the recommendation given to the Association

of Siamese Architects under Royal Patronage.

Chapter 2: Literature review

The goals of this project aims at disseminating the values and information of the Scala

Apex Movie Theatre in order to raise the public’s understanding and awareness of the last

standalone movie theatre in Bangkok. Therefore, to achieve this specific goal, the first,

second, and third objectives, which are clarifying the significance of the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre, understanding the lease agreement between the PMCU and Apex group and

identifying barriers for the preservation of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, respectively, must
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be accomplished by doing a background research. After finishing this chapter, readers should

be able to gain a better understanding of the background in this project.

2.1 The Scala Apex Movie Theatre

Figure 2A: Photo of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

Source: Photo by Veerapol Singhanoi

2.1.1 Background and History

The Scala Apex Movie Theatre was the last standalone movie theatre in

Bangkok, as seen in Figure 2A. It was built in 1969 and was named after Milan’s

Teatro Alla Scala in Italy. The four standalone theaters, which are Sala Chalermthai

theatre, Siam theatre, and Lido Multiplex, and the Scala Apex Movie theatre, were

owned by the Apex group. Further, three of these standalone movie theaters, which

are Siam theatre, Lido Multiplex, and the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, are located in
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the Siam Square area, surrounded by many modern shopping malls and entertainment

centers. Originally, the land on which the Scala Apex theater is located belongs to the

Chulalongkorn University and was going to be used to develop an ice skating rink.

However, there were some problems while trying to construct the rink. As a result, the

plan of constructing an ice skating rink was replaced with the new plan of

constructing a movie theater by the Apex Group (Nainapat, 2017).

The Scala Apex Movie Theatre was designed by a prominent Thai architect,

Colonel Chira Silpakanok in the style of modernism. The Scala Apex Movie Theatre

opened with a screening of The Unbeaten on 31 December 1969. After 50 years of

movie screening, the Scala Apex Movie Theatre was officially closed down with a

farewell event from July 3 - 5, 2020.

2.1.2 The closedown of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre
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Figure 2B: Photo of the close down of the Scala Apex theatre

Source: Photo by Chawakit Intrapook

On July 5, 2020, the Scala Apex Movie Theatre was officially closed as shown

in Figure 2B. There were some rumors about the demolition of the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre before the official announcement. According to Tatat Bunnag (2020),

Bangkok Post reporter, the president of Apex Group, Nanta Tansatcha, admitted that

the problems during the COVID-19 pandemic and rent contract with the property

management of Chulalongkorn University had led the Apex Group to make the

melancholy decision. In the present time, a lot of people preferred to go to cineplexes

more than standalone movie theatres, indicating a change in customer behavior.

Moreover, to keep the Scala Apex Movie Theatre open during the COVID-19

situation was considered to be difficult for the Apex Group, due to the “New Normal”

situation, people tended to go out less resulting in the decline of the Scala Apex

Movie Theatre’s income. Additionally, the lease agreement with the Property

Management of Chulalongkorn University ended in June of 2020 but as of October

2020, there were no plans of demolishing the building yet. However, the interior of

the Scala Apex Movie Theatre was removed, leaving questions to the public on the

plans of the Property Management of Chulalongkorn University.

2.2 Stakeholders of the preservation of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

2.2.1 Property Management of Chulalongkorn University (PMCU)

According to the PMCU website (n.d.), https://pmcu.co.th/, in 1939

Chulalongkorn University received its land ownership from King Rama VI or King

Vajiravudh as an honor to King Rama V or King Chulalongkorn. Property

Management of Chulalongkorn University, which is an administrative department of

the Chulalongkorn University, is responsible for managing its real estate portfolio and

those mentioned lands. In 1964 , the first land development project took place, which

was the Siam Square development project. PMCU created the contract with Wangmai

Company Limited, for building construction. Due to this project, there was a major

change in that particular area as originally, the area was full of slums. However, due to

this project, the land was changed to what it is known nowadays as one of the largest

open-shopping centers in Bangkok, which was named Pathumwan Square and
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subsequently changed to Siam Square later on, which is where the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre is located.

Currently, the PMCU owns many business units, for instance, Siam Square,

Siam Square One, Chamchuri Square, CU IHOUSE, Siamkit, and Samyan market. It

also owns a lot of rental spaces, including the land on which the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre stands.

The PMCU started offering rental space to individual organizations or

companies in 1962, then, Mr. Pisit Tansacha, the founder of Apex group started

building standalone movie theatres on Siam Square land, which were Siam movie

theatre, Lido movie theatre, and the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, respectively.

2.2.2 Association of Siamese Architects under Royal Patronage (ASA)

ASA is an organization that has many objectives such as to support and

propagate the innovation of architecture, preserve the civilization of architecture, and

cooperate with the government to develop the vocation of architects. Due to the

significant values, ASA became the sponsor of this project and its goal is to preserve

the Scala Apex Movie Theatre and to maintain its unique architectural style.

In 1933, a number of Thai architects who graduated from universities in

various countries decided to establish the Association of Siamese Architect, with the

aim to exchange knowledge amongst each other as well as to help promote

architecture to be better known in Thailand. Therefore, on April 18th, 1934, the first

conference of the Association was held in order to choose 7 founders to become

Managing Directors. Pra Sarot Sukkhayang as the President, Luang Burakamkovit as

the secretary, and Mr. Nart Photiprasart, M.C. Ittitepsan, M.C.Samaichalerm
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Kridakorn, M.C.Votayakorn Voravan, and Mr. Sivawong Kunchon as committee

members. In the first era of The Association of Siamese Architects under Royal

Patronage, there were 33 members in total and the office was located in the Fine Arts

Department. Firstly, the founding committees cooperated to draft regulations and rules

for the association. Those rules and regulations were made to provide ease in the

operation and management of the system, which consisted of the administration,

financial bank, city plan, and its committees. In addition, the committee of the

association wrote annals to propagate knowledge from those in the architecture

vocation and for it to be a mediator between committees and members.

Afterward in 1941, the operation of the association had to be stopped

implicitly, because of Thailand's severe situation or crisis. During that period,

Thailand was in the Indochina dispute of World War II. Additionally, the death of

Ittithepsan Kridakorn who played an important role in the management of the

association made it harder to further continue with the organization further. For those

reasons, the Association of Siamese Architects had to close down for a while.

In 1945, the crisis was over, World War II ended, and a group of architects

consisting of Mr. Thanu Phongpaitoon, Mr. Sawang Sethabutr, and Mr. Chalerm

Rattanatasthia, considered the restoration of the Association of Siamese Architects. In

the following year, they held a meeting and agreed that the committee should be

restored in order to plan the project and consider the draft regulations of the

association to be rebuilt while using the old policy of the association, such as

retaining the original name of the association without changing the word "Siam" to

"Thai" (The Association of Siamese Architects under Royal Patronage, n.d.).

2.2.3 The Fine Arts Department

The Fine Arts Department is a governmental organization that is the most

important organization for preserving Thai wisdom. It has five main objectives.

Firstly, it aims to preserve tradition, royal ceremony, and municipal ceremony in

Thailand. Secondly, propagation of art and culture. The third objective is to alter and

manage the system of art and culture. Fourthly, to develop art and culture to be the

learning centres and tourist attractions. The last objective is to inherit and sustain the
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development (Fine Arts Department, n.d.). Normally, the Fine Arts Department

considers whether the place will be a historic site or not via stated laws and

regulations.

In this case, the Fine Arts Department is significantly related to the Scala

Apex Movie Theatre since the Scala Apex Movie Theatre can be considered “old” but

it was not considered as a historic site by the Fine Arts Department. As the Fine Arts

Department stated, the age and the history of the construction do not meet the

requirements as a historic site, although, The Fine Arts department stated that its

architecture might be a benefit in terms of Arts (The Fine Arts Department, 2010).

2.2.4 SaveScala Facebook group

The SaveScala Facebook group is a public group established on July 5, 2020.

The purpose of the group is to provide updated news about the demolition of the Scala

Apex Movie Theatre and to find a way to preserve the building of the movie theatre.

There are currently around 3.9K members in the public group. Presently, Facebook

users have been discussing and communicating about the value and demolition of the

Scala Apex Movie Theatre. A lot of information has been shared throughout the

Facebook group, however, not everyone is allowed to see the information as it is a

closed group. Therefore useful information might not be expressed fully to the public.

2.3 Construction and Architecture of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

2.3.1 Architect of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

Figure 2C: Portrait of Colonel Chira Silpakanok
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Source: photo by ASA

Colonel Chira Silpakanok (see in Figure 2C) was a notable Thai architect during

the post-world war two periods and the President of the Association of Siamese

Architects, who had designed many buildings with unique architecture, including the

Scala Apex Movie Theatre, Santi Maitri building, Indra Hotel, and Rincham Hotel.

According to Assistant Professor Pirasri Povatong, one of the interviewees,

from the Faculty of Architecture, Chulalongkorn University, Colonel Chira

Silpakanok was born on May 7, 1928. For his education, he joined the Faculty of

Architecture, Chulalongkorn University, where its instructional style at that time was

Beaux-Arts Architecture mixed with Modern Architecture that focused on the

functionalism of the building. After he graduated from Chulalongkorn University, he

served in the government, in the military service, for six years before he decided to

continue his education at the University of California, Berkeley, whereby he was the

very first architect that received a governmental scholarship and had a chance to study

in the United States of America. At the University of California, Colonel Chira

Silpakanok had a chance to study a modern style instructional, focusing on the quality

of space, usage of local material, and reflection of the local environment of Bay Area

Regional Style. After his graduation from the University of Berkeley, he returned to

Thailand and continued to serve in the Thai government until 1976, he decided to quit

the military service and open his own architectural studio, called, “Chira Silpakanok

and Friends”.
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Figure 2D: Photo of Indra Hotel building

Source: photo by Sereechai Puttes

Figure 2E: Photo of Tinsoolanon Library in Vachirawut School

Source: photo by Foto_momo

There were many buildings designed by Colonel Chira Silpakanok, however,

the one that made him well known was Indra Hotel in 1971(see in Figure 2D), in

which their style was Modern. Another interesting work of architecture designed by

Colonel Chira Silpakanok was Cultural architecture, both Thai and Classic (Western)

style, for example, a Sukhothai style pavilion at Indra Hotel. There were also some of

his Neoclassical works, for instance, Tinsoolanon Library in Vachirawut School,

Songkla province (see in Figure 2E). However, his important designed building,

related to this project, is the Scala Apex Movie Theatre.

After 40 years of his dedication to an architectural career, Colonel Chira

Silpakanok decided to close down his “Chira Silpakanok and Friends” company.

However, he still continued to do his work as an architect, in which most of his

designs were dedicated to temple and Buddhism religion-related building without any

fee charged. Colonel Chira Silpakanok passed away on January 20, 2013, at the age of

85 years.

2.3.2 Architecture of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre
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Common misunderstanding made by the public which the team found is most

of them considered the architectural style as Art Deco style or a mixture between Art

Deco and Modern style. However, according to the interview of Colonel Chira

Silpakanok, by Professor Emerita Pussadee Tiptus on April 25, 1992, the architectural

style of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre is the Modern style  (see in Figure 2F).

Figure 2F: Photo of Entrance hall of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

Source: Photo by Veerapol Singhanoi

According to Tim Benton (2006), the modern style buildings which started to

appear between 1923 to 1928, which can be seen as typically white with undecorated

geometric forms characterized by flat roofs, block-like compositions, striking

projections, and overhangs interspersed with large expenses of glass. The purpose of

modern style building is mainly functionality and practicality, not a formality,

therefore, what is missing in this style of architecture is ornamentation and decoration,

which were seen as a sign of degeneracy at that time. There were many factors

influenced and related to the modern style of building such as politics, fashion, health,

science and innovation, for instance, in the aspect of fashion and health, people in the

modern time thought that they should live in a well-fit, easy to clean space supplied,

with usable and modern furnishing, equipped with technology, and accommodations

that would bring personal and community health. This influenced modern houses and

buildings to look cleaner (fewer ornaments), allow more space for outdoor activities
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and allow more light to come through the buildings. The part of the building which

receives most exposure from the sun is highly maximized and its colour tends to be

white, similar to the color of a hospital or dentist’s clinic.

However, in later time, the idea of Postmodernism arrived around the 1960s to

1970s, in contrast with the Modern style, the Postmodern style is about complexity

and contradiction (Hohenadel K., 2020). The characteristics of the Postmodern style

include the usage of classical ornamental details taken from past architectural periods,

often mixed and matched in unconventional ways, usage of sculpture, and usage of

the abstract. The purpose of the Postmodern style was to bring back humanity to the

architecture, other than the rigidity and simplicity of the Modern style.

Figure 2G: Photo of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre ceiling

Source: Photo by Veerapol Singhanoi

Even though the Scala Apex Movie Theatre uses a Modern style architecture

but with decorations from many past architectural movements, we could instantly

assume that it is Postmodern style architecture, along with the fact that the movie

theatre was built in the 1960s. Conforming to the aforementioned interview by Prof.

Pussadee, the Scala Apex Movie Theatre is a Modern style building with a very

“touching” architecture of Colonel Chira Silpakanok. The theatre expresses a great

deal of shapes and space. Moreover, as the theatre is located in a curve-shaped area of

Siam Square, therefore, Colonel Chira decided to create a spacious two-storey

entrance hall with an obtuse angle shape, purposely to create a feeling of encircling
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the people at the hall. The front stairs are firstly separated into two sides and meet

each other at the center landing before leading up to the second story. Along with the

front stairs are the columns with wide bases and tapering peaks, continuously leading

up to many arches connected with a ceiling to support a shallow dome containing a

light bulb surrounded by a folded steel artificial star (see in Figure 2G). Therefore,

the overall entrance hall illustrated the “feeling and expression” tone for people there

before watching the movie.

Figure 2H: Photo of large chandelier with 5-story

Source: photo by Kajornsiri Auimanachai

For the decorations, according to the interview with Prof. Pussadee Tiptus, the

well-known masterpiece of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre was the large 5-storey high

chandelier at the landing of the front stairways (see in Figure 2H). The chandelier

was made with patterned circle-shaped glass, hanging down to the landing beautifully.

The whole theatre was designed based on this chandelier. There was a bas-relief of

Asian entertainment including Thai, Japanese, and Indian musical instruments which

is called “Asia Holiday” (see in Figure 2I), designed by Philippine artist Vergikio Ver

Manipol and created by Fed R Tagala. This bas-relief is Art Deco ornamentation

usually found on the facades of the movie theatres from the early 1920s into the late

1940s. Art Deco sculpture allows architects to express timelessness and modernity in

an extraordinary way, designers utilize a blend of pared-down classicism and decor to

convey trust, longevity, and experience.
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Figure 2I: Photo of “Asian holiday” bas-relief in the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

Source: photo by Niki9

The overall architecture of Colonel Chira Silpakanok was assumed to be

inspired by Minoru Yamasaki (see in Figure 2J) and Edward Durell Stone (see in

Figure 2K), who were both very famous in Modern style. They were inspired by past

architecture styles such as Gothic and Mughal architecture. Even with the Modern

style, both Stone and Yamasaki, also filled their architectures with feeling and

expression of human beings, which was mostly lost in the Modern style.
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Figure 2J:  Photo of Minoru Yamasaki Figure 2K: Photo of Edward Durell Stone

Source: photo by The WSU Source: photo by Edward durell stone

2.4 Case study related to the public opinion and Adaptive reuse

2.4.1 Public opinion on the Fox Theatre

Figure 2L: Photo of the Fox Theatre
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Source: Photo by Kevin C. Rose

On December 25, 1929, the Fox Theatre (see in Figure 2L), designed by Yaarab

Shriners, opened to the public. The future of the theaters in Atlanta, nearly from its

beginning, was questionable. Just two months after the worst stock market collapse in

U.S. history, the Fox Theatre was reported bankrupt and ended up being auctioned for

$75,000 on the courthouse steps (Eldredge,2019).

In 1974, due to falling ticket sales, lack of maintenance, and a developing city

environment, the survival of the Fox Theatre was endangered. The "Save the Fox"

movement was launched, with concerts by Lynyrd Skynyrd and the Allman Brothers

Band from Southern Rock Mainstays helping to bring attention to the cause. In order

to rebuild the landmark location, people collected $1.85 million. Moreover, Southern

Bell's phone network was targeting the location (the Fox Theatre) for a new

skyscraper but Atlantans helped build the Fox Theatre campaign and finally raised $3

million to sustain the treasured theatre.

In 1975, the Fox Theatre was spared death. The house was listed on the

National Register of Historical landmarks in 1976. The theatre was legally "saved" in

1978 after the debt was paid off by Atlanta Landmarks. Some of the funds collected

went to pay up the debt, and others to repair it. Over the past five years, the Fox

Theatre landmarks have invested more than $1 million annually into restoration and

preservation.

From the above information, the Fox Theatre’s circumstances are similar to

the Scala Apex Movie Theatre as they both had the financial issues and the land the

two theatres stand on could be a potential area for high-rise building. Nevertheless,

for the Fox Theatre, the Atlanta public was aware of its values and managed to

preserve it from demolition by creating a funding campaign. Nowadays, the Fox

Theatre is still used for regular or private events such as any entertainment shows,

weddings, parties, education for the public and students, and dining.

2.4.2 Adaptive reuse of Heritage in Melbourne, Australia
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Melbourne city, located in Australia, was ranked to be the most livable city in

the world for 7 consecutive years since 2010 and consistently ranked as one of the

world’s top three most livable cities ever since the ranking was started. This is

because the city has always been developing to create a better living standard and

more sustainable residence for its people. Significantly considering its cultural

heritage is one of the pathways of the city’s development. Many cultural heritages

located in Melbourne were conserved and developed at the same time by adapting the

idea of adaptive reuse, which is taking old buildings, mostly the ones with rich

histories and related to historic preservation, and reusing them for new purposes other

than what they were originally built for. This affects the development of the city in

terms of society and economy by bringing old buildings, which might be a source of

conspiracy where crimes could happen, leading to the decrease in population of the

city, and adapting them to suit the present economic needs, creating sustainable

development from deserted places. Using this method, the area will have more

residency and occupation, and not waste all the economically potential places.

Moreover, this leads the community to a better chance of communicating and

exchanging ideas with each other as the area or building can be used as a learning or

co-working space.

Figure 2M: Photo of  1 FENNELL STREET

Source: Photo by Lisbeth Grosmann

One of the many places which adopted the idea of adaptive reuse by the Heritage

Council of Victoria was 1 Fennell Street (see in Figure 2M), which was originally
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used as the Red Tulip Easter egg chocolate factory by a well-known company, named

‘Cadbury Chocolate’, since 1950. Subsequently, the building was changed into

storage and later was left deserted. The building was still in good structural condition

but was not considered as a heritage by law. The Globe International is a company

that designs and distributes skateboards and skating gear. The company later

purchased the building purposely to be its office, showroom, warehousing, and skate

ramp, and then developed it further to also be a creative hub for the society. Some

parts of the building were refurbished such as the roofing was replaced and the

ceilings were removed, however, the significance of the building remains, and some

parts were left in their original state, for example, the fabric-brick walls, steel-frame

windows, and the timber floors. Additionally, some objects were creatively reused, for

instance, the chocolate vendor cart was reused as a food, snack, and drink vendor cart

for the cafe inside.

There are a lot of old places or buildings in Melbourne that adopt the idea of

adaptive reuse such as River Studios and the Meat Market. Additionally, many cities

around the world have been using adaptive reuse variously, for example in Sydney,

the strategy of adaptive reuse was used on the Customs House; in Auckland, New

Zealand, the strategy was used with the MA studio, and in the United Kingdom, for

the Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s. However, there might be some issues that arise with

adaptive reuse, and the biggest concern will be about the building code, a set of rules

that illustrate the standard of the building construction. Other concerns may include

safety and accessibility. Moreover, hidden costs may arise during the refurbishment.

Therefore, a strong analysis of the specific location and/ or building should be

meticulously reviewed. Preconstruction services with contractors, architects, and

engineers will identify constructability and issues before further purchase or

reconstruction.

2.4.3 Adaptive Reuse of old buildings in Bangkok, Thailand

2.4.3.1 Thailand Creative and Design Center at Bangrak General Post

Office
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Figure 2N: Photo of Bangrak General Post Office

Source: Photo by Hommesthailand

Thailand Creative and Design Center or TCDC is created by Thailand’s

government agency whose mission is to encourage society and stimulate the economy

of the country. TCDC relocated its new location to the side and back wing of the

General Post office or Grand Postal building (see in Figure 2N) on May 5, 2017. The

main concept of this new location is “think, make and produce”. The space

architecture is designed for the new intervention to have a dialogue with the old

building and, at the same time, to respond to the project of TCDC to be the innovative

incubator of the country.

The original building, which was a British Consul that is still kept was

constructed in a rectangular box shape, in a modern neoclassical style consisting of

five floors. The building was designed by Sarrot Sukkhayang and Miu Abaivonsga.

The interior structure was made of concrete and reinforced steel for each floor while

the exterior structure was made of marble render that is grooved into a brick-like

shape. The Grand Postal building was 70 years before renovating the interior.

The new TCDC (see in Figure 2O) was designed by award-winning design

firm, Department of Architecture Co. The income sources of TCDC are divided into 5

groups including membership fee, sponsor, corporate customer, rental space for

activities, and business development consulting. In terms of the atmosphere, the

resource center was designed to encourage conversations in an environment much like

a cafe or a co-working space. According to the adaptive reuse method, the new was

inserted as objects inside the traditional building. Therefore, the new and the old

ended up interestingly contrasting, reinforcing, and complementing one another.

TCDC provides both knowledge and inspiration through their translucent architectural

system around their facility. Books, magazines, material samples, digital media,

mini-exhibitions, brainstorm boards, announcements, and many more are contained in

the designed facility, encompassing creative spaces and running through inspiration.
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Figure 2O: Photo of Thailand Creative and Design Center

Source: Photo by edtguide

TCDC aims to ensure that the new facilities will contain the vital strategies

which are being architectural learning space and creativity hub for designers and

creative entrepreneurship for the manufacturing sector to increase product value in the

Charoenkrung area via the cooperation of governmental organisations, private

organisations, and the public.

From the above information, TCDC used an “Adaptive reuse” concept with

the General Post office for the building to be more useful as a co-working space and

public library. Additionally, in this case, the building construction was kept the same,
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therefore, all of the architectural value remains. Nevertheless, its current purposes suit

the present needs better than its original purposes. Therefore, the team decided that

TCDC would be very beneficial as one of our case studies as it is a building with

Modern architecture and important values such as architectural and historical values.

2.4.4 Adaptive reuse with a 24-hour coffee shop

2.4.4.1 Kyoto Ninenzaka Yasaka Chaya Starbucks

Figure 2P: Photo of Kyoto Ninenzaka Yasaka Chaya Starbucks

Source: Photo by  F11photo/Dreamstime

From a single coffee shop in Seattle in 1971 (see in Figure 2P), nowadays,

Starbucks is the world’s largest coffeehouse chain in human history. The coffee shop

has continuously been developing through time. On June 30, 2017, Starbucks decided

to take another fascinating step when it opened a “one of a kind shop” in Tokyo

Japan, called Kyoto Ninenzaka Yasaka Chaya shop (Kunihisa, 2017). The shop is

located in Ninenzaka, Kyoto, Japan, near one of the most popular tourist attractions

and the world heritage site in Kyoto, Kiyomizudera Temple. It is considered to be one

of a kind shop because the shop contains both culture and history of the city. The

concept of this franchise is to change a traditional house into a 24-hour coffee shop by
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using the idea of adaptive reuse. The decorations inside the coffee shop were designed

to blend in with the Kiyomizudera temple such as the tatami seats inside the shop. The

whole reconstruction was not instantly completed as there are laws and regulations to

be considered, However, with the help of the local government, this franchise had

finally opened and is now one of the most popular Starbucks shops in Japan.

2.5 Thai laws and regulations

According to the Act on Ancient Monuments, Antiques, Objects of Art and

National Museums, B.E.2535, (section 4), Thailand defines an “ancient monument”

as an immovable property which, by its age or historical evidence or architectural

characteristics, is useful in the field of art, history or archaeology. Ancient monuments

should include places that are archaeological sites, historic sites, and historic parks.

Furthermore, the phrase, “object of Art” is defined as an object that is skillfully

created by craftsmanship. It also needs to be highly valuable in the field of art

(Adulyadej, 1992 p.13).

In section 5, the Act states that, in terms of issuance of a license under this

Act, the Director-General may entrust a government official of the Department of

Fine Arts in a position not lower than a Director or equivalent to act on his behalf.

Moreover, the Changwat Governors can also act on his behalf (Adulyadej, 1992 p.13).

In section 10 of the Act, it is highlighted that “No one shall repair, modify,

alter, demolish, add to or destroy any ancient monument except by order of the

Director-General (Adulyadej, 1992 p.14)”. According to section 13, the registered

ancient monuments are allowed to charge an amount of admission fee in order to

support the fund for preserving the condition, safety, cleanliness, and tidiness of the

monument. Nevertheless, the person who acquires ownership of a registered ancient

monument shall inform the Director-General of such acquisition before the action

(Adulyadej, 1992 p.15).

To conclude, in order for a place to become an ancient monument, it should be

old, historically important and useful in the field of art, history or archaeology

according to section 4 of the Act on Ancient Monuments, Antiques, Objects of Art
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and National Museums. The Fine Arts Department is currently in charge of studying

and managing ancient monuments in Thailand under the legal framework of Thai

laws.

Chapter 3: Methodology

The Scala Apex Movie Theatre is the last standalone movie theatre in Bangkok. Since

the Scala Apex Movie Theatre contains a valuable and unique architectural style, the

Association of Siamese Architects under Royal Patronage (ASA) aims to preserve the theater.

The background research in the previous chapter provided us with enough background

information before starting to interview the public. We have planned a methodology that has

been subdivided into 4 objectives as follow:

1. Clarifying significant values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

2.Understanding the lease agreement between Property Management of

Chulalongkorn University and Apex group

3. Identifying barrier for the preservation of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

4. Analyzing public opinion related to the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

5. Designing a creative solution for conservation of the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre

3.1 Objective Number 1: Clarifying the significance values of the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre

3.1.1 Meeting with the Association of Siamese Architects under Royal

Patronage

To understand better about the goal and objectives of this project, information

from the Association of Siamese Architects under Royal Patronage is necessary.

Therefore, the team made an appointment with Dr. Vasu Poshyananda, who was the
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representative of the ASA, in order to find out the purpose and to exchange

knowledge related to the architectural value of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre.

3.1.2 Understanding the significance through background research

To understand more about the values that the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

contains, the team decided to do background research via credible online websites

and textbooks. The team also went to Thailand Creative and Design Center which

is a public library, including many useful sources about Modern architecture which

is the style of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre as for more understanding of its

architectural value. Other values, which are societal and sentimental values, were

gained by online websites, news, and interviews related to the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre.

3.2 Objective Number 2: Understanding the lease agreement between Property

Management of Chulalongkorn University and Apex group

3.2.1 Interview Property Management of Chulalongkorn University to

understand the lease agreement and gather important information

In this project, Chulalongkorn University is the landowner and the Apex

group is the owner of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. Due to the fact that The

Apex group has already returned the land to Property Management of

Chulalongkorn University, the team wanted to know more about the lease

agreement, in order to identify the owner of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

building to better understand what can be further done in this project. Therefore,

the team decided to ask for an interview with the director of the PMCU or the

staff who are responsible for the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. We expected that the

interview with the PMCU would provide clarification about the rent contract of

land and building which can be used in further processes in order to succeed in

the objective of this project proposal.
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3.3 Objective Number 3: Identifying barriers blocking the preservation of the Scala

Apex Movie Theatre

3.3.1 Understanding laws and/ or regulations related to the Scala Apex

Movie Theatre

Knowledge about laws and regulations is crucial for the team, in order for

the team to be able to analyze the preservation barrier of the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre. Hence, clarification in laws and regulations are needed to further

understand the reasons causing the Scala Apex Movie Theatre to not be considered

an ancient monument in accordance with the Act of Historic Site from the Fine Arts

Department. Therefore, the team found more information on The Act on Ancient

Monument, Antiques, Objects of Art and National Museums, B.E.2535 and the

formal rejection letter from the Fine Arts Department.

3.3.2 Gathering and analysing viewpoints of the public in each generation

towards the values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

The Standalone Scala Apex Movie Theatre has always been considered a very

memorable place. However, as time passed, people might perceive less of the values

of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre less. Therefore, observing the trend of the

viewpoints towards the Scala Apex Movie Theatre from the public is necessary.

Doing a survey with random respondents with a prepared list of questions would help

us to understand more of the public opinion. Due to the current COVID-19 situation

in Thailand, the firstly-launched questionnaire was made as an online platform. The

online questionnaire was created using google form and distributed through the

official social media of this project. The minimum number of interviewees would be

25 people per age gap, including Baby boomers (1946 - 1964), Generation X (1965 -
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1979), Generation Y (1980 - 1994), and Generation Z (1995 - 2015).

Data from the questionnaire were analysed using google sheets and its

formula, and was used for social promotion as the team hoped to increase knowledge

and awareness of the public related to the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. The

questionnaire was separated into 6 parts, including introduction, basic knowledge,

cultural and community value, architectural value, the value of the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre, and adaptive reuse.

3.3.3 Understanding the case study related to the public opinion

In order to understand the circumstance more thoroughly, the team

decided to find more case studies. One of the case studies is from the Fox Theatre

which is located in Atlanta. The Fox Theatre was first intended to be demolished

because of financial issues, however, it was preserved mainly because the public

was aware of the value and did not let it be demolished. This suggested that the

barrier here is similar to the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. Therefore, the case study

illustrated that public opinion is one of the important factors for the preservation

of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. Hence, the case study showed that raising the

awareness of the public towards values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre must be

done.

As a result, we decided to do a social promotion. Social promotion, in this

project, means the promotion of knowledge and values of the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre via social media, since, in the present time, social media is one of the

important ways to communicate with people. Moreover, due to the COVID-19

situation, communication through social media is the most suitable way for the

team to promote knowledge and values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre.

3.4 Objective Number 4: Analysing opinions related to the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

3.4.1 Designing the questionnaire and analyzing the public opinion
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Public opinion is one of the influence factors leading to social change

regarding the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, hence, the opinion of people towards the

theatre is very important to the preservation of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. The

answers in questionnaires, which will be in an online form, will provide the best

information that is needed in order to process further.

As mentioned earlier, the firstly-launched questionnaire was distributed to

collect the perspective of the public towards the Scala Apex Movie Theatre to test the

knowledge and awareness of the public towards the Scala Apex Movie Theatre and

the knowledge of the public towards adaptive reuse.

The secondly-launched questionnaire was distributed after social promotion to

collect the perspective of the public towards the Scala Apex Movie Theatre in the

aspects of architectural, societal, sentimental values, preservation of the theatre,

adaptive reuse, laws and regulations, and social promotion. The minimum number of

the respondents was expected to be 400 respondents, as 400 respondents would keep

the margin error at approximately five percent (the confidence level would be at

ninety-five percent) (Krantz, n.d.). The main purpose of this questionnaire is for the

team to test the effectiveness of social promotion by measured effectiveness from the

interaction of people to the social promotion and to collect public opinion related to

the adaptive reuse of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, hence, the questionnaire was

posted along with the documentary on the project’s official Facebook account. Data

from the questionnaire were analysed using google sheets and its formula.

3.5 Objective Number 5: Designing creative solutions for the conservation of the Scala

Apex Movie Theatre

3.5.1 Raising awareness in the Scala Apex Movie Theatre by using social

promotion and making a documentary

It is undeniable that in the present time social media is one of the factors which

most influence the public as it has been one of the most important and instant ways

for people to communicate with each other. Hence, by using social and online
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applications, information can be spread quickly. Therefore, the team decided to create

social accounts and make a documentary for social promotion as we expected to raise

awareness of the public towards knowledge and values of the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre. The team decided to provide fun facts of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre via

the project’s official accounts. The facts posted were based on the analysed data of the

firstly-launched questionnaire to promote the knowledge and information the public

lacked.

For the documentary, the team decided to interview architectural, history, and

conservation experts and people who are deeply related to the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre, as to distribute knowledge and opinion of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre.

The documentary was posted on the project’s official Facebook, as it was one of the

most interactive applications of all three: Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.

The posts and documentary were also boosted to increase the reachability of

the public, in order to gain more people who are interested in the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre.

3.5.2  Interviewing architectural professors and people who had been deeply

related to the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

Interviewing architectural and historical experts and people who had been

deeply related to the Scala Apex MovieTheatre is crucial for the team to

understand better about the values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. Therefore,

the team decided to interview two professors who are Prof. Dr. Chatri

Prakitnonthakarn, Asst. Prof. Dr. Pirasri Povatong, who has expertise in

architectural conservation and Modern Southeast Asian Architecture, respectively.

They both gave us more perspective on the historical value of the Scala Apex

Movie Theatre. Another interviewee was Mr. Nuttorn Kungwanklai, who was the

very first member of the “SaveScala” Facebook group and once worked for the

Scala Apex Movie Theatre as a subtitler. The interviews were both onsite and

online depending on the convenience of the interviewees. The interviews were

made into a documentary and were posted on the project’s official Facebook
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account in order to provide professional knowledge and perspectives to the

public.

3.5.3 Understanding case studies related to adaptive reuse

To find alternatives to the conservation of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

by laws and regulations, the team found more case studies related to the concept

of “adaptive reuse”, of which there are three of them: 1 Fennell street, TCDC (at

Bangrak General Post Office), and Kyoto Ninenzaka Yasaka Chaya Starbucks.

The team studied the mentioned case studies and found out that the adaptive reuse

idea could be used for the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. The case studies show that

old buildings with significant values could be preserved and still be compatible

with the present situation. The idea of adaptive reuse can also be used in the Scala

Apex Movie Theatre case. The theatre can be changed into a studio, creative hub,

a musical theatre, and many more that can be beneficial to not only the owner but

also the community.

3.5.4 Finding potential investors

From the case studies, the team decided that “Adaptive reuse” is the most

suitable choice for the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. Therefore, the team decided to

find potential investors to adopt the “Adaptive reuse” idea and have suitable

qualifications for the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. Moreover, the team also made

information sheets for presenting the advantages and disadvantages to the investors

to support the interest.

In this case, the potential investors are TCDC and Starbucks which were

chosen by suitable case studies and popular questionnaires. In order to understand

their perspectives and interests in the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, the team tried to

contact potential investors and persuade them by creating information sheets that

contain the advantages and disadvantages in the aspects of economics and

architecture, as to find out whether the organisations are interested in making a
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deal with the PMCU, while preserving the the Scala Apex Movie Theatre or not.

Chapter 4: Result and Data Analysis

This chapter of the report contains results from a meeting, interview, and

questionnaire, for which the data will be used to analyse the situation at the Scala Apex
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Movie Theatre, in order to find a suitable and creative solution for the sponsor, which is, the

Association of Siamese Architects under Royal Patronage or ASA.

4.1 Meeting with the Association of Siamese Architects under Royal Patronage

The team had a meeting with one of the central committees of the ASA, Dr.

Vasu Poshyanandana, at the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. Dr. Vasu gave more

information about the Scala Apex Movie Theatre to the team and described its

architecture and artistry further. Moreover, the team understood the purpose towards

the preservation of the Scala Apex Movie theatre of the ASA better. Besides the fact

that the Scala Apex Movie Theatre contains many unseen values, the aforementioned

movie theatre was also awarded in 2012 by the ASA as one of the buildings which

was preserved beautifully by both the government and private organisation.

4.2 Contacting PMCU

As for the further decision, the team decided to contact the Property

Management of Chulalongkorn University for an interview with the director.

Unfortunately, the director of the PMCU was unable to give us an interview.

However, Ms. Supaporn Charoenpol, the assistant manager of the PMCU, who made

a contact with the director for the team, had clarified that the Chulalongkorn

University is currently responsible for the Scala Apex Movie Theatre’s building.

Moreover, the demolition of the building does not depend on PMCU, but depends on

the next investors of the land where the Scala Apex Movie Theatre building stands

currently.

4.3 Values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

Firstly, the team carried out a background research related to the Scala Apex

Movie Theatre via online sources and textbooks in order to understand the Scala Apex

Movie Theatre better. The online sources or websites provided the basic information

of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. Additionally, architectural, societal, and

sentimental values were obtained from websites and online documentaries. Then, the

team visited TCDC which contains a lot of textbooks related to the architecture of the
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Scala Apex Movie Theatre, which is the Modern style. The information from

textbooks illustrated the history of the Modern style and how it impacts and related to

the lifestyle of the people in that time.

Secondly, the interview with architectural and conservation experts clarified

the significance of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre in the aspects of the architectural

and historical values. In the aspect of architectural value, both of the experts agreed

that the entrance halls and stairs should be preserved as they greatly represented the

Modern style. For historical value, the Scala Apex Movie Theatre demonstrated the

story of Thai society after the Cold War, and how prosperous the city was in that time.

It is important to note the values that the Scala Apex Movie Theatre contains,

to clarify how important this place is and why some people also want to preserve this

place. In addition, the team will use this information to provide knowledge to those

who may not be concerned about the Scala Apex Movie Theatre.

4.4 The Scala Apex Movie Theatre is not considered an ancient monument

As a part of background research, the team found more information on laws

and regulations related to the conservation of ancient monuments. As mentioned

before in Chapter 2: Literature review, the related regulation is The Act on Ancient

Monument, Antiques, Objects of Art and National Museums, B.E.2535, (section 4).

For ancient monuments, the act stated that Thailand defines an “ancient monument”

as an immovable property which, by its age or historical evidence or architectural

characteristics, is useful in the field of art, history, or archaeology. Ancient

monuments should include places that are archaeological sites, historic sites, and

historic parks. However, the Fine Arts Department stated that even though the Scala

Apex Movie Theatre contains architectural characteristics and is useful in the field of

arts, the Scala Apex Movie Theatre cannot be considered as an ancient monument

since the theatre is not old and historically important enough according to the Act on

Ancient Monument, Antiques, Objects of Arts and National Museums, B.E. 2535,

(section 4).

4.5 Gathering the case studies
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Many case studies were found in order to be used with the project. Fox theatre

showed that public opinions towards old buildings or movie theatres have a strong

influence on the conservation of those buildings. The public in Atlanta are concerned

about the architectural, sentimental, and societal values. Therefore, the team decided

to create questionnaires to observe the public opinion. Additionally, one of the case

studies led us to the idea of using “Adaptive Reuse” with the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre, which is the 1 Fennell Street, located in Melbourne, Australia. This

information was also used to present to the potential investors.

4.6 Firstly-launched questionnaire

The team made the firstly-launched questionnaire to observe the public awareness and

knowledge about the values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre and the “Adaptive

reuse” idea. Results of the testing of the public awareness can be seen in Figure 4A,

Figure 4B and Figure 4C. From the question “Do you think the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre should be saved?” In Figure 4A, more than 70 percent of the public in each

generation wants to preserve the Scala. However, from the question “Why should we

preserve the Scala Apex Movie Theatre?” in Figure 4B, the team analyzing the data

shows that the public wants to preserve the Scala Apex Movie Theatre without any

reason. Moreover, from the question “Which styles belong to the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre’s architecture?” in Figure 4C, more than 20 percent of the respondents do not

know the architecture style of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. From all data, the team

considered that the public is unaware of the intangible values of the Scala Apex

Movie Theatre, especially its architectural value.
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Figure 4A: Percentage of the public opinion in each generation towards the

conservation of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

Figure 4B: Percentage of the respondents in each generation agreeing with the preservation

of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre with and without specific reason
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Figure 4C: Percentage of the public in each generation answering the architectural

style of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

Results of observing the public related to the “Adaptive reuse” idea are visible

in Figure 4D. From the question “Do you know what adaptive reuse is?”, the public

more than 20 percent in each generation do not know what Adaptive reuse is. From

this information,it can be considered that the public is unfamiliar with the “Adaptive

reuse” concept.

Figure 4D: Percentage of the public knowledge in each generation about the

“Adaptive reuse” idea
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4.7 Secondly-launched questionnaire

The team made a secondly-launched questionnaire to observe the response of social

promotion and observe the suitable function for the “Adaptive reuse” idea. Results of

the public response to the social media are visible in Figure 4E. Our social promotion

is considered to be effective by the public. It indicates that more than 50 percent of

the respondents feel that social media is an extremely useful platform to share

information.

Figure 4E: Percentage of the opinion on how social media is useful on sharing information

and facts about landscape and modern architecture

According to the data collected from the second launched questionnaire in pie

charts visible in Figure 4F, from the question, “If the Scala Apex Movie Theatre was

changed into something else based on the idea of "Adaptive Reuse", which of these

would you rather go to the most?”, more than 20 percent of the respondents suggested

that the top three suitable functions for adaptive reuse ideas for the public is

Co-working space followed by 24-hour coffee shop, public library. This data also led

the team towards our potential investors in order to satisfy the public needs.
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Figure 4F: Percentage of the public opinion about suitable function for adaptive reuse idea

4.8 Information sheets

Figure 4G: The front of the information sheet for Starbucks
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Figure 4H: The back of the information sheet for Starbucks

The team made information sheets that contain advantages and disadvantages

of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre in terms of both economics and architecture. There

is also information relating to adaptive reuse. Besides, there are sketches of the team’s

idea on remodeling the Scala Apex Movie Theatre for potential investors. The sketch

includes some changes to the inside of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre to suit the new

function. All the data in the information sheets are used to attract potential investors

as well as to promote the conservation of everyday landscape using the idea of

adaptive reuse. The information sheets shown in Figure 4G and Figure 4H are for

Starbucks Thailand.

4.9 Interview with experts

The team had a chance to interview architectural experts and people who had

been deeply related to the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. The team obtained new and

professional perspectives from each interviewee. They also suggested to the team

about an appropriate way to preserve the Scala Apex Movie Theatre and gave useful

information about the architecture of the theatre. Assistant Professor Doctor Pirasri

Povatong, one of the interviewees, gave us more information about the architect of the

Scala Apex Movie Theatre, Mr. Chira Silpakanok.
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Chapter5: Recommendations

This chapter includes all of the recommendations which the team had prepared for the

Association of Siamese Architects under Royal Patronage (ASA) by using the information

obtained from the literature review, methodology, and result and data analysis.

5.1 Contact Starbucks Thailand and the Property Management of Chulalongkorn

University

According to the team’s case study and findings, Starbucks Reserve could be a

potential investor for the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, as the business development

director was interested in preserving the building of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre by

using the idea of adaptive reuse, which will not destroy the significant values of the

Scala Apex Movie Theatre. Additionally, the Starbucks Reserve will not only be a

new tourist attraction in Bangkok, but also a learning space and co-working space for

students and office workers, as the Scala Apex Movie Theatre is surrounded by many

schools, offices, malls, and university: Chulalongkorn University. Hence, another

possible way to preserve the Scala Apex Movie Theatre is for a credible governmental

organisation such as the Association of Siamese Architects under Royal Patronage to

make a contact with both the potential investor and the landowner, regarding a further

business agreement for both Starbucks (Thailand) and the PMCU.

5.2 Social Promotion should be continued

In order to continue raising the public’s awareness, social promotion should be

continued. As reported from the analysed data of the questionnaire, the majority of the

respondents still were not aware of the values of Scala Apex Movie Theatre.

Additionally, some other data from the questionnaire illustrated that a lot of

respondents agreed that social promotion was useful. If possible, campaigns and

exhibitions about everyday landscapes should also be introduced as another source of

information for the public.
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5.3 Created Website should be pursued

There might be other potential investors for the Scala Apex Movie Theatre,

however, with the shortage of time in this project, the team could only contact a few

potential investors. Therefore, the team had developed a website for the ASA which

described the essentials of this project, the values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre,

and determined the importance of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, along with the

prepared fact sheets and conceptual floor plans for potential investors to look at. We

recommend the ASA to develop the website further if the organisation wants to use it

for other buildings as well.

5.4 Conclusion

From the analysed data from both questionnaires, the public still was not

aware of the values and knowledge of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, therefore, the

promotion of the values and knowledge should be pursued. The team had given three

recommendations to the ASA, which include contacting potential investors and the

PMCU, pursuing social promotion, and continuation of the website. With these

recommendations, the team hoped that the ASA will be able to raise the awareness of

the public towards the Scala Apex Movie Theatre, along with finding a possible

solution to preserve the Scala Apex Movie Theatre.
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Appendices

Appendix 1:  Firstly launched questionnaire form

ISSP Team 4 questionnaire

This form was created for the Interactive Science and Social Project course by students

from Bachelor of Science in Applied Chemistry at Chulalongkorn University. The main

purpose of this form is to collect public opinions towards the Scala Apex Movie Theatre in

order to carry out further social promotion.

Basic Information

1. Please choose your birth year range

❏ 1946 - 1964

❏ 1965 - 1979

❏ 1980 - 1994

❏ 1995 - 2015

2. Do you know the Scala Apex Movie Theatre?

❏ Yes

❏ No

Basic Knowledge

3. Do you know that the theatre was the last standalone movie theatre in Bangkok?

❏ Yes

❏ No

4. Have you ever visited the Scala Apex Movie Theatre?

❏ Yes

❏ No

5. Which of the following values does the Scala Apex Movie Theatre represent? (more than

1 choice can be chosen)
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❏ Cultural

❏ Community

❏ Architectural

Cultural and Community values

6. Do you know that Siam Square was a slum before the Scala Apex Movie Theatre was

established?

❏ Yes

❏ No

7. Do you know "the man in the yellow suit" of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre or not?

❏ Yes

❏ No

8. According to the question before, do you know what his job is?

❏ Yes

❏ No

9. Do you think that the Scala Apex Movie Theatre is important to people in the aspect of

sentimental value or not?

❏ Yes

❏ No

Architectural value

10. Which of the following styles belong to the Scala Apex Movie Theatre’s architecture?

❏ Modern

❏ Art Deco

❏ Mixture between Modern and Art Deco

❏ You do not know about the architectural style of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre
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11. Do you think the chandelier is the main masterpiece of the theatre?

❏ Yes

❏ No

12.  In your opinion, does the Scala Apex Movie Theatre have other architectural

masterpieces, besides the chandelier? for instance the front staircases and the bas-relief in

front of the cinema on the upper part of the wall, please clarify your answer (If the answer is

no, you can input “-” instead of your answer)

❏ …………………………...

Values of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

13. Please rate how important the Scala Apex Movie Theatre is to you? ( 1 = least important

and 5 = extremely important)

❏ 1

❏ 2

❏ 3

❏ 4

❏ 5

14. Do you think the Scala Apex Movie Theatre should be saved? Please give us the reason

❏ ……………………………

Adaptive reuse

15. Do you know what adaptive reuse is?

❏ Yes

❏ No

16. Which of these following places would you most likely visit if the Scala Apex Movie

Theatre was changed into one of them?

❏ Co-working space

❏ Cafe
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❏ Restaurant

❏ Public library

❏ Learning space

❏ Others

Appendix 2: Action plan

Appendix 3: Secondly launched questionnaire form

This form was created for the Interactive Science and Social Project center course by students

from Bachelor of Science in Applied Chemistry at Chulalongkorn University. The main

purpose of this form is to collect public opinions towards the Scala Apex Movie Theatre in

order to help preserve the Scala Apex Movie Theatre. This is an anonymous questionnaire.

Basic Information

1.  Please choose your birth year range

❏ 1946 - 1964

❏ 1965 - 1979

❏ 1980 - 1994

❏ 1995 - 2015
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Basic Knowledge

2. Province that you are living in

❏ Bangkok

❏ Other provinces

3. Occupation

❏ High school student

❏ College student

❏ Office worker/ employee

❏ Entrepreneur

❏ Freelance

❏ Government officer

❏ Others

4. Income per month

❏ lower than 10,000 baht

❏ 10,000 - 30,000 baht

❏ 30,000 - 60,000 baht

❏ 60,000 -100,000 baht

❏ more than 100,000 baht

5. Do you know the Scala Apex Movie Theatre?

❏ Yes

❏ No

Value of the Scala Apex Movie Theatre

6. Which of the following values do the Scala Apex Movie Theatre represent?

❏ Architectural value

❏ Society and community value

❏ Sentimental value
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7. Please rate how important the Scala Apex Movie Theatre is to you? ( 1 = least important

and 5 =  extremely important)

❏ 1

❏ 2

❏ 3

❏ 4

❏ 5

8. Do you think the Scala Apex Movie Theatre should be saved? \

❏ Yes

❏ No

9. Please give us the reason why we should preserve the Scala Apex Movie Theatre?

❏ Beautiful

❏ Has Architectural value

❏ Has Society and community value

❏ Has sentimental value

❏ Unique

❏ Last standalone movie theatre

❏ Others

10. Please give us the reason why we should not preserve the Scala Apex Movie Theatre?

❏ Invaluable

❏ No emotional linkage

❏ The area will be more beneficial without the building

❏ Others

Adaptive Reuse

Adaptive Reuse is a process of taking old buildings, mostly the ones with rich histories

and/or values, related to historic preservation, and reuse them for new purposes other than

what they were originally built for, which some parts of the building might be reconstructed,

however, the significant parts will be kept the same.
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Adaptive reuse

(Cr photo:https://schmidt-arch.com/why-adaptive-reuse-important-todays-world/)

11. If the Scala Apex Movie Theatre was changed into something else based on the idea of

"Adaptive Reuse", which of these would you rather go to the most?

❏ 24/7 coffee shop

❏ Co-working space

❏ Learning space

❏ Public library

❏ High - rise building with the preserved part in the front

❏ Others

12. How often would you go there?

❏ More than 2-3 times per week

❏ 2-3 times per week

❏ Once a week

❏ Once a month

❏ Never
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13. What activities will you be doing at the place?

❏ Drink beverage/eat snack

❏ Read books/work

❏ Meeting

❏ Take pictures

❏ Others

Laws and regulations

14. Do you think the Scala Apex Movie Theatre should be an ancient monument or not?

❏ Yes

❏ No

15. Do you agree that there should be an encouragement of laws and regulations to include

everyday landscapes such as the Scala Apex Movie Theatre?

❏ Yes

❏ No

Social promotion

16. In your opinion, how useful is social media as a platform to share information and facts

about everyday landscape and Modern architecture? (1 = least useful and 5 = extremely

useful)

❏ 1

❏ 2

❏ 3

❏ 4

❏ 5

17. If there is a social media sharing knowledge about everyday landscape, will you be

interested in following those accounts?

❏ Yes

❏ No
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